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Abstract 

Seed orchards are specialized forest plantations of genetically superior candidate parents selected to produce genetically superior 

seeds and/or seedlings. Pollen contamination is one of the most important factors affecting the yield, adaptation, and genetic 

quality of seeds produced from seed orchards in forest tree breeding programs. Potential pollen from forests surrounding the seed 

orchard is a major concern in tree breeding because it contributes to the loss in genetic gains expected from seed orchard crops. 

Microsatellite markers are among the most effective markers that are frequently used for creating genetic maps of many species, 

determining genetic diversity, identifying genetic diseases, population genetic studies, linkage analysis, fingerprint analysis, 

genotyping, and parental identification. In this study, a bibliometric analysis was performed to quantitatively and qualitatively 

evaluate the articles published in the last 25 years on seed orchards and pollen contamination. Searching the Web of Science 

(WOS) with the criteria of “forest trees” and “seed orchards” revealed that 820 articles were published in the last 25 years. It is seen 

that 77 of these articles are related to pollen contamination. Canada, China, Japan, Sweden, and the USA have been the top 

contributors to research on pollen contamination in seed orchards of forest trees in the last 25 years, respectively. According to 

the data obtained, it has been shown that the genetic contamination level of forest tree species in seed orchards is generally 

between 5% and 90%. It has been determined that microsatellite markers are more widely used in recent years to determine the 

degree of pollen migration and genetic contamination. It was concluded that studies on pollen contamination were carried out in 

only two Turkish red pine orchards in Türkiye, which has a total of 189 seed orchards, the majority of which belong to conifers, 

and that similar studies should be planned in other seed orchards. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Biological diversity includes all plant and animal species that spread in a country, especially those 

that have a very important place in agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry, medicine, pharmacy, and 

industry, both economically and in terms of use. However, due to reasons such as rapid population 

growth, unplanned urbanization, industrialization, forest fires, air pollution, agricultural land 

acquisition, global warming, erosion, and misuse of our natural resources, the distribution areas of living 

species are endangered, the structure of gene pools is changing, and their evolutionary potential is lost, 

so our biological richness is rapidly depleting. These factors finally damage biodiversity. Conservation 

of biological diversity, especially the protection of forest ecosystems with rich biodiversity, is of primary 

importance in terms of both ecological, aesthetic, and economic aspects, as well as preventing the 

extinction of endangered species. 

Our forests are one of our self-renewing biological richness. Forest ecosystems are different units 

of nature that can vary over very short distances. In mountainous regions where forest ecosystems exist 

in Türkiye, especially climate, soil, and biological environmental factors change over short distances 

and more frequently. Gene pools and gene combinations are different due to different environmental 

factors and selection pressures in neighboring populations of the same species. Because of this, different 

races and sub-races with different fitness values may occur living in short distances. The existence of 

different races or sub-race at these short distances has been demonstrated by the studies concluded in 

many native and foreign tree species (Bradshaw, 1972; Hamann et al., 1998; Işık, 1999a, b; Ohsawa & 

Ide 2008). 

The determination of genetic diversity is significant to be used within the framework of 

sustainability principles. Sustainable management of forests is possible with studies to be carried out at 

every step, from the gene level to the ecosystem level. In order to increase productivity in forest trees, 

it is necessary to determine and improve the genotypes that are fast-growing and resistant to biotic and 

abiotic factors. Genetic diversity is the main resource for establishing genetic breeding programs (Sütcü 

et al., 2022). Species with high genetic diversity should be determined for breeding studies to reach the 

desired goal. In the establishment of new forests, natural forest populations, seed stands, seed 

plantations, or seed orchards, whose genetic diversity has been determined, based on morphological data 

or at the molecular level, are used.  

The main purpose of this review is to examine the pollen contamination studies carried out on 

seed orchards in approximately 25 years by using microsatellite (SSR) markers, which is one of the 

effective molecular markers, and to compare them with the studies conducted in our country. 
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CONIFER SEED ORCHARDS 

Conifer seed orchards are specialized forest plantations of selected and genetically superior 

candidate parents to obtain genetically superior seeds and seedlings for use in forestry studies (Buiteveld 

et al., 2001; Zhuowen, 2002; Funda & El-Kassaby, 2012; Bilgen & Kaya 2014, 2016). Conifer seed 

orchards are plantations where the pollen flow from outside the orchard is reduced or destroyed, which 

consists of selected clones and generations, which are subjected to special operations to produce easy 

and abundant forest tree seeds (Kang et al., 2001a, 2004). For this reason, seed orchards are established 

by using trees that are assumed to be genotypically superior to natural forest populations as rootstocks 

(Zobel & Talbert, 1984). Seed source is very important for afforestation. The superior genetic 

characteristics of the seeds to be used in afforestation can ensure that the genetic gain expected from the 

forests to be established with these seeds is high. For this purpose, primarily seeds obtained from seed 

orchards are used in afforestation. In order to obtain the superior species and breeds required for use in 

forestry and afforestation studies, it is of great importance to select and bring together genetically 

superior individuals and establish seed orchards. These are plantations that are isolated from other pollen 

sources, and for obtaining frequent, abundant, easy, high genetic and physiological value seeds, and are 

subjected to special care and management (El-Kassaby et al., 1989; Di-Giovanni & Kevan, 1991; Kang 

et al., 2004). 

Seed orchards are basically established to achieve four significant purposes. These are; 

a) To obtain seeds with a high genetic and physiological value that will enable the formation of 

trees with superior genetic characteristics, 

b) To obtain trees that can adapt to certain regions with their superior genetic characteristics, 

c) To obtain genetically superior seeds, which enable the formation of trees with the desired 

genetic characteristics, in greater quantity and more economically, 

d) To ensure the protection of individuals belonging to species or races with superior genetic 

characteristics (El-Kassaby et al., 1989; Ertekin, 2012; Bilgen & Kaya, 2014). 

Seed orchards are a very important tool for tree breeders to change the genetic structure of forest 

populations in the desired direction and to domesticate populations in nature according to our purpose. 

Seed orchards are resources that ensure the collection of sufficient quality seeds for afforestation works. 

In this way, individuals carrying the genes we want are brought together in the seed orchards and a 

special gene pool is created by preventing the mixing of undesired genes among them. There are 

basically two types of seed orchards. The first of these is a vegetative or clonal seed orchard, and the 

second is a seedling seed orchard. While clonal seed orchards are established using selected clones of a 

single parent tree (grafting, cuttings, layering, tissue culture, etc.), seedling seed orchards are established 

by planting seedlings grown from seed in a pattern (Tunçtaner, 2007).  
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The number of clones to be used in the establishment of seed orchards has an important place in 

ensuring genetic diversity. If the number of clones to be used is large, genetic diversity may be high. If 

a small number of clones are used, rare alleles in the source population may be lost because of sampling 

and this may cause a decrease in genetic diversity (Bilir et al., 2004). The number of clones that should 

be found in seed orchards usually varies between 20 and 50 clones. An average of 30 clones is used in 

the establishment of first-generation seed orchards. In addition to the number of clones the seed orchard 

has, the number of ramets belonging to each clone in the orchard has an important place in terms of the 

functions of the seed orchards. Because the differences in the number of ramets belonging to each clone 

may cause unequal contribution to the production of female flowers, male flowers, and gametes by the 

clones in the orchard (Kang et al., 2001b). The number of ramets belonging to the clones is important 

in terms of the participation rate of the clones in the gene pool in the seed product and the amount of 

product. To obtain high gene diversity in the seed, it should be preferred to establish seed orchards by 

using the same number of ramets belonging to each clone or as close to each other as possible. 

The first clonal seed orchard was established on the island of Java/Netherlands in 1880 for the 

Cinchona ledgeriana species (Feilberg & Soegaard, 1975; Ertekin, 2012). In Türkiye, the first seed 

orchards were established in 1964 in Istanbul-Belgrad Forest with black pine and yellow pine species 

by the Istanbul University Faculty of Forestry Department of Silviculture and Afforestation (Tunçtaner, 

2007). Until 2023, 189 seed orchards were established for different forest trees in different regions of 

Türkiye by the Republic of Türkiye, Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (Table 1) (OATIAM, 2023). 

Table 1. Seed orchards established in Türkiye 

Species name Number Total Area (Ha) 

Pinus brutia (Kızılçam)   84 689.8 

Pinus nigra (Karaçam) 54 483.7 

Pinus sylvestris (Sarıçam) 21 113 

Picea orientalis (Ladin) 9 34.9 

Pinus pinea (Fıstıkçamı) 7 93.6 

Cedrus libani (Sedir) 7 46.4 

Pinus halepensis (Halepçamı) 2 9.5 

 Juniperus phoenicea (Finike Ardıcı) 1 1.1 

Pinus pinaster (Sahilçamı) 1 3.3 

Sorbus torminalis (Akçaağaç Yapraklı Üvez) 1 4.2 

Liquidambar orientalis (Sığla) 1 3.1 

Ziziphus jujuba (Hünnap) 1 3.1 

Overall Total 189 1485.7 
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Pollen contamination from individuals outside the seed orchard and self-pollination is known as 

potential problems with pollination in seed orchards. If there is a problem with pollination, one or more 

of the above conditions may be adversely affected. Studies on determining the mating system and 

estimating the pollen contamination rate in seed orchards are increasing day by day (Adams & Birkes, 

1989). Accurate estimation of pollen pollution is of great importance for determining genetic gain in the 

orchard, developing seed orchard management strategies to reduce pollen pollution, and evaluating the 

effectiveness of seed orchards (Torimaru et al., 2009).  

MICROSATELLITE (SIMPLE SEQUENCE REPEAT, SSR) MARKERS 

Nowadays, as a result of the development of various molecular genetic markers by scientists in 

population genetic studies, DNA-based genetic markers (such as RFLP, PCR-RFLP, AFLP, RAPD, 

SCAR, SRAP, and SSR) are used instead of morphological and protein (isoenzyme) markers. One of 

the fastest and most effective methods used in studies at the DNA level to determine genetic diversity, 

mating system, and pollen contamination is to use the diversity of microsatellites or simple sequence 

repeats (SSRs). Microsatellites are polymerase chain reaction (PCR) based genetic markers based on 

the detection of differences in the number of repeats in the intra-gene and/or inter-gene regions under 

investigation. To determine the microsatellite polymorphism, it is amplified by PCR using primers 

complementary to the flanking regions of the repetitive region or locus studied, and the obtained 

fragments are analyzed electrophoretically (Bandelj et al., 2004; Varshney et al., 2005; Vieira et al., 

2016; Kocaman et al., 2020). 

Although microsatellites were originally designed for the human species, over time they have 

become a powerful tool in molecular research with plant and animal species. Microsatellites are 

frequently used to create genetic maps of many species, determine genetic diversity and genetic diseases, 

population genetic studies, linkage analysis, fingerprint analysis, genotyping, and parental 

determination. It also provides useful information in determining the gene flow patterns and the rate of 

genetic drift (Buiteveld et al., 2001; Balloux & Lugon-Moulin, 2002; Heywood & Iriondo, 2003; 

Bandelj et al., 2004; Slavov et al., 2004; Varshney et al., 2005; Oliveira et al., 2006; Vieira et al., 2016). 

When microsatellite markers are compared with other markers (isoenzymes, AFLP, RAPD, 

RFLP, STR, etc.), it is seen that polymorphism is high, that is, allele diversity is high. This makes 

microsatellites advantageous not only in studies such as gene flow and parental determination in plant 

population genetics but also in different studies on natural plant populations. In addition, microsatellites 

can easily be used for living species with low genetic diversity. The dispersed presence of microsatellites 

in the genome, the very high reproducibility level of microsatellite analyses, and the small amount of 

DNA samples (1.5-50 ng) sufficient for analysis indicate that microsatellites are safe markers (Oliveira 

et al., 2006; Semagn et al., 2006). Microsatellites are inherited codominant, that is, homozygous and 

heterozygous genotypes can be easily distinguished from each other without genetic crossovers (Bandelj 
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et al., 2004; Oliveira et al., 2006; Semagn et al., 2006). During microsatellite analysis, different PCR 

products can be mixed and loaded onto the same gel, or multiplex PCR can be set up using several 

microsatellite reagents at the same time. Thus, a great gain is achieved in terms of time, labor and money. 

In addition to these features, it is one of the biggest advantages that markers found and/or designed for 

a species can also be used for nearby species (Oliveira et al. 2006). The mutation rate in microsatellite 

loci varies according to living species (10-2-10-6 nucleotides/loci/generation). It is higher than other loci 

in the same species and/or in the same genome (Li et al., 2002; Ribeiro et al., 2002; Oliveira et al., 2006). 

Microsatellite analysis also has some disadvantages. One of these disadvantages is that "null" 

alleles are encountered during SSR analyses. These alleles are not amplified, so they do not appear in 

the gel. As a result, they may cause under-evaluation of heterozygotes. However, this is not a common 

situation (Varshey et al. 2005). Another important problem in SSR analysis is that DNA polymerase 

inadvertently yields products of different sizes during amplification in the analysis of mono- and di-

nucleotide repeats. These products are often less intense than the desired or work area product and are 

overlooked. However, if there is overlap in different products (desired and accidentally reproduced) 

belonging to heterozygous individuals, it becomes difficult to separate the desired region product. This 

problem can be solved by using an internal standard with a known band size (Oliveira et al. 2006). 

Identifying and isolating microsatellite regions, sequence analysis, and testing of markers is an 

expensive process that requires time and expertise. We can list the most effective methods of obtaining 

new primers as follows: a) identifying suitable primers by scanning the sources, b) designing new 

primers using the sequences in the database, and c) working with a research laboratory specialized in 

the field that develops primers (Varshney et al., 2005). For example; Vendramin et al., (1996) developed 

20 pairs of SSR primers from the chloroplast genome of Pinus thunbergii Parl., and the designed SSR 

primers were used for molecular genetic analyses in many tree species close to this species (Navascues 

et al., 2006; Naydenov et al., 2005a; Naydenov et al., 2005b; Naydenov et al., 2006; Terrab et al., 2006; 

Myers et al., 2007, Kaya et al., 2008, Dzialuk et al., 2009, Soto et al., 2010; Kurt et al., 2012; Bilgen & 

Kaya, 2014; Urbaniak et al., 2019; Sheller et al., 2021). 

Chloroplast microsatellite markers (cpSSR) are useful in genetic fingerprinting and analysis of 

gene flow. To determine the mating system, paternity and pollen distribution, it is necessary to know 

the genotype of the mother tree and the different seeds (son progeny) of the mother tree and even the 

genetic structure of the pollen sources surrounding them (father). For this purpose, it is important to 

select genetic markers that show a high degree of polymorphism (Austerlitz et al., 2004). If the 

appropriate genetic marker is selected, it can be determined whether the pollen comes from within the 

population (local) or outside the population (foreign), from which pollen source and in what proportion 

(Ennos, 1994). 
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It is important to determine the haplotype identities of each clone in the seed orchard in terms of 

chloroplast microsatellite (cpSSR) loci, as well as the haplotype identities of the individuals in the 

natural population outside the seed orchard, and the frequencies of the haplotypes in determining the 

level of pollen contamination in a particular seed orchard by chloroplast microsatellite analysis. After 

the genotypes of the parents are determined, the genotypes of the embryos of a certain number of seeds 

formed on the individuals in the seed orchard are determined in terms of all studied loci and compared 

with the genotypes of the parents. The aim here is to determine whether a seed is produced entirely by 

fertilization of the gametes of individuals in the seed orchard. If an allele not found in the orchard is 

detected in the genotype of the embryo of a seed, then this seed is clearly a product of foreign pollen 

(foreign father, contamination). Based on this information, a minimum estimate of genetic 

contamination is made. 

POLLEN CONTAMINATION AND MOLECULAR MARKER STUDIES  

IN THE LAST 25 YEARS 

We performed a bibliometric analysis to assess quantitatively and qualitatively what published 

articles of the last 25 years related to seed orchard and pollen contamination. It has been determined that 

820 articles have been published in the last 25 years in the search made with the criteria of “forest trees” 

and “seed orchards” in the Web of Science (WOS). It is seen that 77 of them are related to pollen 

contamination. The countries that contributed the most research on pollen contamination in the seed 

orchards of forest trees during 1997-2022 were Canada, China, Japan, Sweden, and the USA, 

respectively (Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1. Most productive countries by number of publications. 

Türkiye is also one of the countries that make an important contribution to world science on pollen 

contamination in seed orchards. When we look at the most used keywords in the published articles over 
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time, it is clear that the frequency of use of the word microsatellite marker (SSR) tends to increase 

(Figure 2). When we look at the keywords used together in the articles, three main clusters stand out: 

pollen contamination, mating system, and reproductive phenology (Figure 3). 

 

Figure 2. Cumulative changes in frequency of keywords used by authors over time (1997-2022). 

 

 

Figure 3. Co-occurrence network of the most frequent authors’ keywords for the 25-year period (1997-

2022). The distance between items demonstrates relative strength and topic similarity. Keywords 

belonging to the same cluster appear with the same color. The font and circle size of each keyword is 

proportional to the number of documents in which a keyword occurs; lines indicate co-occurrence links 

between terms, while line width is indicative of the link strength between two terms. 

Among the articles published in the last 25 years directly related to pollen contamination in seed 

orchards of forest trees, the most cited and important articles were reviewed in detail. We have tried to 
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highlight the outstanding points in these articles. In plant populations, the way the gametes of the male 

and female individuals come together to form a new individual is called the mating system. The mating 

system in forest tree populations is seen in two ways. The first is selfing, and the other is outcrossing. If 

the female flower of an individual is pollinated by the pollen of the same individual (or another ramet 

of the same clone), this event is called self-fertilization. In seed orchards, self-fertilization can occur in 

two ways. The first is the fertilization of female flowers in the seed orchard with pollen belonging to 

other clones in the seed orchard, and the second is the fertilization of female flowers in the seed orchard 

with the pollen of individuals from natural populations near the seed orchard (Kaya, 2005). 

Seed orchards are expected to produce seeds that are both genetically good and reflect the genetic 

diversity of the clones in the orchard. To determine whether this expectation can be realized or not, the 

three important elements of the mating system in the orchard are the self-fertilization rate of the clones 

in the orchard, the rate of seeds formed due to pollen from the natural trees outside the orchard, and the 

rate of fertilization of different clones in the orchard are used. 

It is desirable to fertilize the female flowers of an individual (ramet) belonging to a clone in the 

orchard with pollen emitted from the male flowers of an individual belonging to a different clone in the 

same orchard. Pollen from low genetic trees outside the seed orchard pollinates the female flowers in 

the seed orchard composed of superior trees is called pollen contamination. As a result of genetic 

contamination by pollen, undesirable genotype seeds can be formed due to the mixing of pollen from 

the seed orchard and the forests established with these seeds are genetically low quality (Wheeler & 

Jech, 1986). In addition, although pollen pollution contributes to genetic diversity, it reduces the genetic 

gain to be obtained from the seed orchard because of selection (Kang et al., 2001a; Fernandes et al., 

2008). If a seed orchard is close to undesirable (lower quality) populations or if the orchard is established 

in an area dominated by forests of the same species, the pollen pollution rate will be much higher due 

to the high pollen density in the air at the time of flowering (Greenwood & Rucker, 1985; Pakkanen et 

al. 2000). Also, if the gene pools of the two sources differ, and therefore the difference in gene 

frequencies increases, the consequences of pollen pollution will be more severe than expected (Sniezko, 

1981). 

Studies have shown that the level of genetic contamination in seed orchards of forest tree species 

is generally between 5% and 90%. Pollen contamination rates determined in different tree seed orchards 

using microsatellite markers are given in Table 2. In two Pinus pinaster seed orchards, pollen 

contamination rates were determined as 36% and 52.4% with 6 and 3 SSR loci, respectively (Plomion 

et al., 2001; Fernandes et al., 2008). In Türkiye, two studies have been found so far on the detection of 

pollen contamination (These studies were carried out within the scope of the authors' doctoral theses). 

In the first study conducted by Kaya et al., (2006) in Antalya-Asar P. brutia seed orchard, pollen 

pollution was determined as 85% with isozyme analysis. The second is performed by Bilgen and Kaya 
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(2014) with the use of cpSSR markers in Antalya P. brutia seed orchard and the pollen contamination 

rate was calculated as %39.3. Information obtained from studies on pollen contamination is important 

for the control of breeding populations and the development of effective gene protection strategies. 

Although there are 189 seed orchards in Türkiye, it has been observed that there are not enough studies 

to determine the pollen contamination of seed orchards, especially conifer seed orchards. 

Table 2. Estimates of pollen contamination rate (m) in different tree seed orchards by microsatellite 

markers 

Species name 
Molecular marker used 

(locus number) 
m (%) Reference 

Prosopis alba SSR (10) 28-37 D’Amico et al., 2019 

Eucalyptus urophylla SSR (12) 11.9 Pupin et al., 2019 

Larix kaempferi SSR (17) 6.3 Chen et al., 2018 

Picea abies SSR (11) 20 Sonstebo et al., 2018 

Schima superba SSR (13) 7.01 Yang et al., 2017 

Eucalyptus camaldulensis SSR (11) 14.7 Gonzaga et al., 2016 

Pseudotsuga menziesii SSR (6) 18.4 Kess & El-Kassaby, 2015 

Pinus brutia SSR (6) 39.3 Bilgen & Kaya, 2014 

Pinus koraiensis SSR (13) 25 Feng et al., 2010 

Pinus sylvestris SSR (9) 52 Torimaru et al., 2009 

Pinus pinaster SSR (3) 52.4 Fernandes et al., 2008 

Pseudotsuga menziesii SSR (9) 35.3 Slavov et al., 2005 

Pinus contorta SSR (6) 5.5 Stoehr & Newton, 2002 

Quercus robur SSR (6) 70 Buiteveld et al., 2001 

Pinus pinaster SSR (6) 36 Plomion et al., 2001 

 

Conclusion 

The distance between the seed orchard and natural populations or populations with genetically 

undesirable characteristics (lower quality), the size of the orchard, the amount of pollen produced by 

ramets in the orchard, and the coincidence of flowering in nearby natural populations and flowering 
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times in the orchard are among the factors affecting the rate of pollen pollution (Di- Giovanni et al., 

1996). To determine the rate of pollen pollution (contamination) in seed orchards; Different ways are 

used, such as the establishment of pollen traps, the application of the emasculation method of cutting 

male flowers formed by individuals in the seed orchard, and the use of genetic markers. Pollen traps and 

emasculation methods have some disadvantages compared to genetic markers. Although the 

emasculation method is used to determine pollen pollution, it is not fully sufficient to determine the 

pollution rate; it is also an expensive and time-consuming method. The establishment of pollen traps is 

slightly cheaper than the emasculation method. Pollen traps are useful in determining the overall rate of 

contamination but do not give an accurate indication of where the contamination originated (Lowe & 

Wheeler, 1993). Therefore, DNA markers have been used more widely in recent years to determine the 

degree of pollen migration and genetic pollution (Fernandes et al., 2008, Torimaru et al., 2009, Feng et 

al., 2010; Bilgen & Kaya, 2014; Kess & El-Kassaby, 2015; Gonzaga et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2017; 

Chen et al., 2018; Sonstebo et al., 2018; D’Amico et al., 2019; Pupin et al., 2019). 
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